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Experienced spokesperson with attentive people skills. Associate driven to meet 
needs and answer questions of customers, especially for one-on-one tasks. 
Reliable assistant with experience in organizing dates.

MARCH 2012 – MARCH 2012
 MODEL/DIRECTOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Greeted customers in a timely fashion while quickly determining their needs.
 Responded to customer questions and requests in a prompt and efficient 

manner.
 Engaged with customers in a sincere and friendly manner. Only breaks taken 

from were during the closed-door intermission
 Seated and directed customers with each time-slotted event.Knowledge about 

recovery statements to reduce theft and promote good behavior.
 Modeling skills learned in college from runway training, communication, and 

connecting with the public.
 Frequent clothing changes and presenting the products, that a salon called 

Preen hired for their grand opening.
 Working in fashion shows and being able to focus on fast-paced environments.

2011 – 2012
MODEL - ABC CORPORATION

 I came in and made sure that all the showrooms work kept nice and everything 
was folded and displayed to the company standard.

 Would assist guests in helping them find what they needed and then once they 
were done I would check them out, also dealt with returns and exchanges.

 When possible I would also assist in the back with shipments and making sure 
the stockroom was organized.

 I made sure to represent the company with outstanding customer service and I 
went abovie and beyond for the people that would come in to shop there.

 It was very important to me to make sure that they felt welcomed and helped 
inside of our store.

 Skills Used Customer service, organizational, and cleanliness skills.
 Completed every task correctly and in a timely manner..

EDUCATION

Highschool Diploma in General - 2007(Electronic Classroom Of Tomorrow - 
Columbus, OH)
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SKILLS

Retail Sales, Customer Relations, Interpersonal Communication, Merchandising, Cash 
Handling, Inventory, Team Building, Fashion Knowledge, Personal Styling.
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